One method for proving properties about a design is by using L-automata [Kur90]. The main computation involves building the product machine of the system and specification, and then checking for cycles not contained in any of the cycle sets (these are sets of states specified by the user). In [Tou91] two methods were introduced for performing the above task; one involves computing the transitive closure of the product machine, and the other is an application of a method due to ). We have implemented both methods and extended them. We introduce a few generalpurlx)se operators on graphs and use them to construct efficient algorithms for the above task. Fast special checks are applied to find bad cycles early on. Initial experimental results are encouraging and are presented here.
Introduction
Inqdementation verification involves checking whether two different representations of a system are equivalent. An example is checking whether a logic implementation faithfully implements a register-transfer language description. Design verification is the process of verifying whether a system has a set of desired properties. An example is checking that a communication protocol does not fall in a deadlock state. Presently, design verification is done by extensive simulation.
Design verification is the more challenging and important problem. Two general approaches using formal verification exist. The first employs general theorem-proving techniques to prove a result about some aspect of the design. Verification based on Boyer-Moore theorem prover or HOL verification system are examples. The second approach uses specialized logics or automata on infinite strings (w-autonuaa) to express properties about a set of interacting finite state machines which model the design. Examples are Computation Tree Logic ([Cla86] ), process calculi ([Bou89] ) and L-automata ([Kur90] ). This work is concerned with the use of L-automata in forreal design verification.
1.1 The L-automata Environment Specification of both systems and properties in this environment is done by the use of o~-automata.
[Ch74] provides an introduction to the subject. Here, we briefly cover a few relevant extensions made to the basic theory. For a more detailed explanation of these, see [Kur90] . The system in this environment is modeled by a set of L-processes, which are similar to Moore machines. An L-process consists of 6 components.
1) States. The set of states of the L-process.
2) Transition matrix. Specifies the state transitions of the machine. The entries of this matrix are boolean equations, specifying the conditions under which a transition is taken.
3) Initial states. The set of initial states of the machine.
1. During this work, the first author was supported by an SRC grant, under contract number 91-DC-008. 4) Output function. A function of states which specifies a set of outputs for each state. At a given state, each machine chooses one of its outputs non-deterministically. Since the systems are modeled as closed systems, outputs and inputs are the same; they are collectively called selections. 5) Recur edges. A set of edges in the machine with the interpretation that if the machine follows a recur edge infinitely often, then the resulting sequence is rejected. 6) Cycle sets. A set of sets of states with the interpretation that a sequence of states is rejected if the set of states traversed infinitely often is contained in one of the cycle sets.
A string is accepted if one of its runs is not rejected, where a run of a string is a path in an L-process which results in that string. The model of concurrent computing used in this environment is know as the selection/resolution model, and consists of two basic steps which are repeated indefinitely. During selection, all machines simultaneously and non-deterministically choose one of the outputs possible for their respective states. During resolution, each machine chooses a new state based on both its current states and the global selection, i.e the set of outputs produced by all machines during the previous selection step.
L-autonmla, which are used for specifying properties or tasks, are similar to Lprocesses with two differences; first L-automata have no outputs, second is the way recur edges and cycle sets are interpreted. In the case of L-automata, a sWing is accepted either if for one of its runs some recur edge is traversed infinitely often or the infinite portion of the string is contained in some cycle set. Note that this is complementary to the acceptance condition of L-processes.
Verification now consists of modeling a system and its environment as a closed system of L-processes. Non-determinism is used heavily to express concisely all possible behaviors. A property is then represented using an L-automata, which takes inputs from the selections of the L-processes. A complex property is usually broken down into several smaller properties, each one represented by a deterministic Lautomaton, i.e. an L-automaton which has deterministic transitions but may have multiple initial states. In our environment, all L-automata are deterministic. Verifying whether a system has a property is then reduced to checking whether the language accepted by the system is contained in the language of the L-automata of the property ([Kur90] ). The language of the system is the languageaccepted by the automaton obtained as the product of all of the L-processes with outputs ignored. This acceptance check is sometimes referred to as an C0-regular language containment check.
Product Machines
At two points in the verification process, we need to form product machines; first, to represent the system of L-processes by their tensor product. Second, to verify that a system has a property, we form the product machine of the L-processes and the Lautomaton, and verify that all cycles of this product machine either contain a recur edge or are completely contained in some cycle set. The two products can be performed in one step.
A product machine is formed by taking the tensor product of the transition matrices, taking the Cartesian product of the initial states, and taking the union of the cycle sets and recur edges. Note that the last two unions are in terms of the product machines, i.e. a set of states of a product machine is a cycle set if and only if the set restricted to some component is a cycle set for that component. The case of recur edges is similar.
Fixpolnt Computations
Let Q be a k-ary predicate over D 1 ..... D k, where all Di's are finite. Let F(X) be a kary predicate transformer, i.e. a unary function whose first argument is a k-ary pred-
